
Presidents report – October 2018 
                      Hello Gardeners,So once again I have been trying to make contact with the city about the 
renewal project by the city to the park.I contacted Debra Barnes,who is listed on the poster as the city 
contact. But when I told her I was from a community garden she referred me back to Megan Herod, who 
inturn explained after the community pole,there is a high interest in expanding our comunity garden. 
About 70% of the neighboorhood would like an expansion of our garden,and its basically been approved 
all we would need to do is fill out a" new  community garden application" as they only have the one type 
of form.Anyways last year we voted not to expand the garden and mentioned this to Megon.While all 
these conversations were going back and forth Angela Zhuo realized that our 5 year contract has expired 
on September1 /2018 , eventhough the garden has been running for 8 years .I did find a blank copy of a 
licence agreement dated May 28/2013.Anyways we need to fill out our part of the 16 page agreement 
and pay the city $5 for the next 5 years rent,and show proof of insurance.the last copy of insurance that 
I got was from Tanya in 2015. Im sure Carol has more curent copies.OK on to maintance , the old 
compost bins were partialy recycled for the security fence put up for the bee enclosure and brown 
lleaves bin for the new compost system,our biggest problem this year was water presure ,it was so 
strong it broke one city installed water tap,sevearl hoses and water spouts,but it seems to be holding 
now,our second biggest problem is theift,not only did a beehive get stolen ,but several tools were take 
.This year the theives didnt even need to break the locks off,because so many times the shed was left 
open that they were able to just take what they wanted.we need to be more vigalent about keeping the 
shed locked.Also  we had a pretty good turnout for work parties,theres always roon for more weeding 
but overall the garden is looking maintained,The September work got cancelled due to lack of leadership 
and interest.But Im very happy with the effort people are putting into putting out the green bins it really 
has solved our waiste management problem. Also Ill be asking for my annual budget of $500 , but if 
possible I woulld like to increase it to $750 so I ca get a Ryoby lawn mower right now with the weed 
wacker its over an hour of backbreaking work/ thanks your Pres-MG Irwin 
 


